Vertical and horizontal visual whole-field motion differently affect the metabolic activity of the rat medial terminal nucleus.
The metabolic activity of the medial terminal nucleus (MTN) of the Accessory Optic System was studied by means of the [14C]2-deoxyglucose (2-DG) method in Long-Evans rats exposed to moving and stationary visual stimuli. In particular we explored the rate of local cerebral glucose utilization (LCGU) and the spatial distribution of 2-DG uptake within MTN related to visual stimuli capable of triggering optokinetic nystagmus. It was found that increases in MTN metabolism accompanied the retinal slip signals evoked by whole-field visual patterns moving in the vertical as well as in the horizontal direction. At the same level of luminous flux neither the same but stationary pattern, nor constant, diffuse illumination were able to elicit comparable changes in MTN metabolic rates. The effects of vertical and horizontal motions differed, however, from each other. In binocular testing LCGU rates resulted significantly higher after vertically moving patterns and upon the same stimulus condition the spatial distribution of 2-DG matched very closely the spatial distribution of the retinal afferents and the cellular density within MTN, in sharp contrast with the diffuse spreading out of the label across the nucleus following horizontal motion. In monocular testings only the vertically moving patterns were able to increase LCGU rates significantly and then in contralateral MTN alone. However, comparison between the levels of glucose consumption measured in binocular and in monocular vision also showed the involvement of the uncrossed retinal path in relaying the retinal slip signals to MTN. No difference in LCGU and in spatial distribution of the label were finally observed in relation to the upward or to the downward direction of the moving pattern.